
Chemistry. - The Exact Measurement of the Specific Heats of Solid 
Substances at High Temperatures. 111. The Specific Heats of 
Palladiumand of Tungsten. By F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM. 

(Communlcated Bt the meeting of May 31. 1930). 

§ 1. In the following paper we publish the results of a study of the 
variation of the specific heat of palladium with temperature between 0° and 
1570° C. and a redetermination of the specific heat of tungsten up to 
1600° C. Moreover, a review of some improvements of the apparatus used 
and of the method of measurement 1) is given here, which have proved to 
make it possible to determine the quantities studied here with a still higher 
degree of exactness and certainty than before. Indeed, in the case of 
palladium and tungsten we were now able to obtain results which appeared 
to be reproducible, even at the highest temperatures attainable, within only 
some tenths of a percent; the data obtained with the first metal are, 
moreover, very interesting from the theoretical point of view, as they clearly 
show that the dependence of the specific heat on temperature may, at high 
temperatures, occasionally be of a quite unexpected kind. 

As a consequence of the improvements of the calorimeter, its heat~ 

capacity had to be determined anew. During these experiments it appeared 
necessary to control the cooling~curve of the instrument also after a 
considerable lapse of time, because in the measurement of the heat~capacity 
of the calorimeter by means of a platinum~vessel filled with water of a 
certain temperature, it appeared th at only af ter some two or three hours 
since the moment the vessel was dropped into the calorimeter, thermal 
equilibrium was established. Under these precautions the capacity in a series 
of well agreeing measurements was determined at 1441.7 -+- 3.0 calories. 
This means that the addition of 1 calory to the calorimeter increases the 
E. M. F. of the whole set of thermocouples used with 1.02393 Mikro~volts. 
This number was used as a standard in all further determinations. The 
cooling~constant k of the instrument appeared to be: 0.000482 Mikro~volts 
pro minute and is much smaller than before. It may be remarked here that 
MAGNUS and HOLZMANN 2), independently of us, in replacing the layer of 
felt between the metallic block and the wall of the DEW AR~vessel by a 
metallic layer (see below), also found a decrease of the cooling~constant k 

I) F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM, These Proccedlngs 30, (1927), 905,1069; Receuil 
Trav. d. Chlm. Pays-Bas, 47, (1928), 513-557. 

2) A. MAGNUS Bnd H. HOLZMANN, Ann. der Physlk, (5), 3, (1929), 591. 
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of the instrument. This fact, stated in both cases, is the more remarkable, 
as rather the opposite behaviour would be expected. 

§ 2. A~ to the chang~s made in the experimental device, we were 
compelled to replace the old DEwAR~vessel by a new, somewhat differently 
shaped one; but this change was of no real importance. 

Of much more significance was the change brought about in the way of 
contact between the wa lis of this DEwAR~vesseI H (Fig. 1) and the metallic 
bloëk A of the calorimeter: as weil the thin layer of feIt formerly used 
between the walls of the gIass~vessel and the metallic block, as also the 
cottonwool under the bottom of the DEW AR~vessel were both removed, 
according to a suggestion made by WHITE. Instead of these, the aluminium~ 
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block was on its outside completely covered with a thin mantIe of brass, into 
which the metallic block tightly fitted . The space under the vacuum~vessel 
was filled with piled~ up strips of aluminiumfoil. A broad strip of this metal 
was repeatedly folded and piled up in such a way that a flat but elastic 
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layer was formed which then. was placed at the inside of the glass~walls. 
About six of such elong<ated, metallic cushions were in this way placed 
between the block and the inner wall of the DEwAR~vessel. The block A was 
now gradually pushed into the vessel, a thin elastic layer of metal thus being 
inserted between A and the walls of the DEwAR~vessel, producing an 
excellent metallic surface of contact between both, without there being any 
danger of breaking the glass. The cooling~constan.t k of the calorimeter 
appeared in this way to be appreciably lowered. 

In the second place the contact of the junctions of the 36 thermocouples 
and the metallic block, as weIl as their insulation was now brought about in 
another and much more' satisfactory way: as well the use of the thin 
porcelain protecting capillaries as that of the connections by means of 
WOOD's alloy were abandoned. Instead of this, the borings in the aluminium~ 
block were filled with molten tin, canals of 1 mm diameter being spared 1 ) 

along their axis, their upper ends being somewhat enlarged in diameter and 
funnel~shaped. Now the wires of the thermocouples we re coated over their 
whole leng th with an insulating layer of a rubber seal paint 2), with the 
exception of the junctions, which, over a length of about 1 cm, were dipped 
into molten sealing wax, which, af ter solidif.ication, forms a perfectly 
insulating protection for them. It can easily he brought about, that the 
functions with their coating fit exactly into the narrow canals, and they 
can. -in this way be inserted unto their bottoms without much difficulty. 
The wider parts of the canals are then filled with small plugs of cottonwool 
and finally a thin layer i (Fig. 1) of the seal paint is applied to them 
as a cover. 

The other junctions of the thermocouples were, in just the same way, 
fixed into the borings of the copper ving N, which, immersed in molten and 
again solidified paraffine p, lies within the conical reservoir y. 

The zinc~cylinder Z with its lead~layer d at the bottom of it, is over its 
whole leng th surrounded by a second, wider zinc~mantle Z'. To this second 
zinc~cylinder Z, a wider copper~mantle G is soldered, the hottom of which is 
covered by three thick strips of ebonite e provided with incisions, into which 
the conical vessel y is immovably fixed. The second zinc~cylinder Z, has, 

at its lower edg'e, a number of holes C, through which the water can flow in. 
The advantage of th is protect.ing arrangement is that even on intensive 

I) This can be done by placing steel needies. - the surface of which is beforehand. 
coated with a thin layer of a celluloid varnish or moistened with an oil, - into the 
molten metal: af ter solldification of the latter these needies then can easily be removed. 

2) This seal paint contalns rubber and is extraordinarily weil suited for thl! purpose. 
We used an almost colourless Acid Seal Paint (NO. 1009 or 1022) from the British 
Goodrich · Rubber Company Ltd. (50. Pall Mail. London S.W.): the solution may be 
diluted wlth terpentine. oil, benzine. ethyl alcohol, etc. Thls seal paint is, according to our 
experience. one of the best Insulators and admirably adapted for coating metallic surfaces 
with lt. The firm mentioned has, In a very courteous way. helped us in obtaining thls 
excellent material, which. even af ter prolongated moistening. does not loose lts InsulBting 
propertiel. 
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stirring of the surrounding water~bath, the water in the space between Z 
and Z' remains practically in rest, so that a much more intensive stirring 
of the water can now take place. Moreover, the heating~spirals M in their 
flat boxes and the cooling spiral tube can now be much farther removed 
from the central part of the apparatus, as the more intensive stirring kept 
the homogeneous distribution of temperature in the water~bath appreciably 
more constant than before. The cooling spiral now could even be placed 
quite outside the inner cylinder, n~ar to the walls of the surrounding heat~ 
insulating box. 

Finally the connections of the thermocouples with the measuring~ 

apparatus were considerably shortened, which made their perfect insulation 
less difficult. Also the relays of the thermostat we re provided with a 
frequently bent ribbon of thick copper, sa that the heat developed in them 
by the heating~current could rapidly be drawn oH by air~cooling. This 
proved to insure the continuous functioning of the relays and to improve it 
very considerably. 

§ 3. Also in the electrical furnace some improvements were made, which 
appeared important in insuring the constancy of the temperature of the 
heated samples and in ascertaining the accurate measurement of their 
temperature. 

In the case of oxydizable metals as beryllium, molybdenum, tungsten, 
zirconium, etc., it is necessary to include the metal to be studied within a 
perfect vacuum. For this purpose, on our indications, the firm of HERAEUS 

r 

:t tQ pump 
has in a very excellent way, solved this practical 
problem according to the following method. 

A crucible K of iridiumfree platinum of the 
form and size of Fig. 2 can be closed by means 
of a thick cover D. provided with a conical brim, 
which exactly fits into the crucible, so that r is 
double walled and soldered at the top in the 
oxygen~hydrogen~flame. The shape of the 
crucible K is such, that it fits exactly within the 
conical opening k of the calorimeter. 

In the cover D. besides the tube b for the 
insertion of the thermocouple, a long narrow 
platinum capillary c is fixed, which can be 
brought in connection with a vacuum~pump. 

The crucible K is now filled with an exactly 
Fig. 2. known weight of the globules of the metaI to be 

examined, as indicated in the figure. Then the whole crucible with its 
contents is, up to some height above the metallic spheres, put into ice~water 
or a refrigerant mixture, the cover D is fixed into the crucible and the 
vacuum~pump set in action. 

During this time, the cover is in the oxygen~hyqrogen~flame soldered at 
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r to the walls of the crucible; then, the pump always remaining in action, 
the capillary c is, over some distance closed by melting the platinum and, 
af ter the crucible thus being completely closed, the tube b is brought into 
the shape of a hook h. If the walls of the crucible and of the cover are taken 
sufficiently thick, these crucibles are so completely gas~tight that, if WIed 
with an oxydizable metal. even on heating them in the furnace at 1500° C. 
or 1600° C. during many hours, no increase of weight was observed. Of 
course, after a series of measurements was finished, the crucibles were 
opened and their ccntents carefully examined and weighed in all cases, so 
as to check the lack of oxydation of the enclosed metal. Thus, for instance, 
in the case of tungsten, no change cf the contents of the crucible could be 
stated, even af ter a prolongated heating of it at 1600° C. 

The platinum crucible containing the substance to be investigated is fixed 
to the platinum wire of the suspension~device, formerly described, by means 
of a small ringlet of MARQuARDT~mass; for the specific heat of this ring let 
the necessary correcticn, - which is only very small, - must in all cases 
be applied. The crucible itself partially hangs with its lower end within the 
MARQUARDT~tube leading to the calorimeter. It was found that an 
undeniable improvement in the temperature~measurement was obtained by 
covering the top cf this MARQUARDT~tube over some six cm of its height 
with a cylinder of platinum~foil, which, by connecting it to the earth, is 
kept on zero potential. In this way any disturbance of the galvanometer~ 
readings was avoided beforehand, as no ions could any more arrive at the 
thermocouple placed within the crucible. 

In the course cf these experiments, especially at temperatures above 
1200° c., it once more appeared strictly necessary to keep the heated 
substance in the electric furnace during at least one or art half hcur at the 
constant temperature of observation, before it was dropped into the 
calorimeter. 

As an ilIustration of the necessity of keeping the heated substance at the 
constant temperature for a longer time before dropping it into the calori~ 
meter, the following data may be mentioned. 

In keeping the crucible containing 22.865 grammes of palladium at 
1391 °.6 C. during ten minutes, the total amount of heat delivered appeared 
to be: Qo=93.741 cal.; if kept at 1391°.1 C. for an hour, Qo was 
93.911 cal., which value did not change any more on prolonged heating. 

On the other hand, the high degree of reproducibility may be seen from 
the following data: if the crucible is heated at 153.7°.3 C. during an hour, 
Qo is found to be: 103.958 cal.; while if kept at 1537°.9 C. during an 
hour, Qo in ancther experiment was determined at: 104.057 cal. The 
deviation in both cases, af ter sufficiently prolonged heating at a constant 
temperature is, therefore, np more than 0.09 % ! 

Also the thermoccuples must repeatedly be brcught into hydrofluoric 
acid after two or three measurements at these high temperatures, so as to 
remove any trace of condensation upon them, which unavoidably will cause 
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their infection and a loss of their calibration. In this connection it can be 
remarked that a rigorous test of an occasional infeotion of the thermo
couplè consists in the effect produced by reversing the heating current of 
the furnace. As soon as an infection has occurred, a reversion of the heating 
current causes a jumping motion of the galvanometer-coil and a difference 
of the E. M. F. of the thermocouple in both cases is immediately observed. 
If no infection is present, however, the indication of the thermocouple does 
not change at all, when the heating current is suddenly reversed. Only with 
all thes'e precautions the measurements can be trusted and then reproducible 
resuhs can be obtained within some tenths of a percent. 

§ 4. Finally the values of the specific heats at lower temperatures, the 
knowledge of which is necessary to reduce the measurements to 0° C. 
instead of 20° C. can, besides by the method previously described, also be 
obtained by means of another kind of supplementary calorimetric method. 

The introduction of such another method was strictly necessary, as it 
appeared that the older method was not sufficiently accurate, as soon as 
the quantity of the substance investigated was only smal!. We are occupied 
now in developing a much more accurate method of measuring Cp at these 
lower temperatures. 

lts principle is, that a known quantity of paraffine-oil contained in two 
small and perfectly isolated vessels, is heated by an accurately measured 
electric current flowing through small spirals of manganin-wire immersed 
into the Üquid. Then a known weight of the metal is introduced into the 
one vessel and the difference in temperature generated by the same current 
in both vessels is accurately determined. From these data the true specific 
heat of the introduced metal can immediately be found. The instrument in 
its final form will be described in full later on. 

We also intend to determine the heat-capacity of the calorimeter itself by 
means of an electrical method, so as to get rid of the uncertainty in the 
value of the mean calory and to be ab Ie to express the value of the heat
capacity directly in Joules. The results of all our measurements will then be 
recalculated in Joules later on. 

§ 5. Specific Heat of Palladium. 
The metal was, in a perfectly pure state, in a most courteous way put at 

our disposal by the Hrm of W. C. HERAEUS in Hanau, to which we here 
once more wish to express our indebtedness. As the powdered metal 
appeared unsuited to our purpose, the metal was brought into the form of 
small globules, with which the cruoible was filled up. All measurements 
we re as much as possible executed at or in the immediate .neighbourhood of 
those temperatures, at which the thermocouples were calibrated. In this way 
any uncertainty of intrapolation of the temperatures of observation was 
eliminated as much as possible. 

The dates found for palladium are collected in the following tabIe. 



T ABLE I. The Speciflc Heats of Palladium between 0° and 1525° C. 

Pina! Increase of Welght Mean specific Total amount Total amount Total amount Amount of True specific 
Tempe- tempera- Weight ~Pt · mpt+ of heat deli- of heat Q of heat 00 heat Q 1a as 
rature t ture t' of temperature of the of the heat ~p of vered between delivered be- delivered by calculated heat Cp 

In oe. calori- ti t of calori- Palladi- Platinum cPd ' mpd Palladium be- t' and 0° in tween tand t ' I Gr. betw. t from the of Palladium 

meter meter um used tween tand ti in calories in calories andOoC.in cal. formula at ta 

° 0 I 0 
22 .865 335.2 20.62 0.46998 21. 967 2.0499 0.058180 1.1480 18 .299 19.H8 19.446 0.061962 

418.8 20 .63 0.60374 22.865 21. 969 2.0791 0.059147 1.1491 23 .552 24.701 24.701 0.063728 

631.7 21.22 0.95348 22.865 21. 967 2.1439 0.061380 1.1820 37 .476 38.658 38.706 0.067724 

801.4 21.46 1.2475 22.865 21. 969 2.1955 0.063130 1.1953 49.238 50.433 50.433 0.070394 

995.0 21.72 1.5897 22 .865 21.976 2.2133 0.064630 1.2149 62.890 61.105 61.310 0.072881 

1202 .2 21.98 1.9705 22.865 21.976 2.2941 0.066170 1.2243 78.092 79.316 79.184 0.074885 

1391.1 22.81 2.3578 22.865 21.971 2.3677 0.067673 1.271 92.610 93.911 93.911 0.076119 

14H.6 22.27 2.4554 22.865 21.968 2.3741 0.068075 1.240 96.825 98 .065 97.982 0.076366 

1500 .5 22.68 2.5698 22.865 21. 978 2.3904 0.068532 1.263 101.274 102.537 102.257 0.076574 

1520 23.11 2.6047 22.865 21.972 2.3922 0.068553 1.318 102.612 103.930 103.747 0.076611 

1530.2 22.67 2.6151 22.865 21. 975 2.3845 0.068138 1.263 102.724 103 .987 (104.54) ~ Por these 
values sec 

1537.3 22.77 2.6210 22.865 21.968 2.3791 0.067843 1.268 102.690 103 .958 (105 .09) the text 
I 

Q'o = 0.053769. t + 0.00001355025. t2 - 0.000 000 00264406 . t 3• The true specific heat Cp can. up to 15250 C. he calcu!ated from the formula :· 

Cp = 0.053769 + 0.0000271005. t - 0.000 000 00793218. t2• 

The correction for the MARQUARDT-ringlets was 0.0258. resp. 0.0214 in the different experiments and is always taken into account. 
I 

~ 
0"1 
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Between 0° C. and the meltingpoint (1549°.2 c.) no allotropie trans
formations occur 1); but notwithstanding this, there is a real maximum 
in the curve for cp in function of the temperature, which maximum 
(cp = 0.07664) is situated at about 1520° C. 

The points within the interval between 1520° and the meltingpoint we re 
repeatedly determined with the greatest accuracy, and also the points at 
1550°.7 C. aI!d at 1559°.9 c., where the whole metal was completely 
molten. The data obtained are: 

I Tempe- I Final temp.of Weight of Q (in cal.) Qo (in cal.) Q'O (in cal.) 
M between between 

rature I Calorimeter Platinum tand 20° C. tand 00 C. (from formula) 

0 0 0 
1530.3 22.67 2.6151 21.975 102.724 103.987 104.54 

1537.3 22.77 2.6210 21. 968 102.690 103.958 105.09 

1550.7 23.35 2.7814 21.956 111. 93 113.23 -

11559.9 23.05 3.0155 21.966 125.577 126.861 -

Between 1520° and 1549° the quantity of heat delivered can fairly well 
be calculated from the formula : 

Q'o = 0,053769. t + 0,00001355 . t2 - 0,000 000 00 26441 . t3 -

- 0,000 000 000 0001843. t1
• 

and the true specific heat from : 

Cp = 0.053769 + 0.0000271 . t - 0,000 000 00 79323 . t2 
-

- 0.000 000 000 000 7372 . t3• 

The mean specific heat at these temperatures and the true specific heat 

at 1530° and 1537° are: 

at 1530°.3 C. 

at 1537°.3 C. 
Cp = 0.068136 
Cp = 0,067805. 

while the apparent specific heat, because of the heat of fusion involved, is 
at 1550°.7 (not all the metal yet molten ) : 0.07328 and at 1560° : 0.08171. 
From this the heat of fusion of palladium at the meltingpoint evidently must 
be estimated at about 20 calories pro gramme. Then the crucible collapsed, 
so that no further experiments could be made. The true specific heats at 
1530°.3 and at 1537°.3 were: 

at 1530°.3 C. 
at 1537°.3 C. 

cp = 0.07641 
Cp = 0.07610. 

I) See the work of A. L. DAY and R. B. SOSMAN, Carnegie-Public., NO. 157, (1911). 
94, 107; about the structure of palladium : T . BARTH and G. LUNDE, Zeits. f. phys. 
Chemie 117, (1925), 478. 
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so that the maximum of cp is situated at about 1520 c., where cp has the 
value: 0 .07664. The results are represented in the graph Fig. 3. 

That this effect is a realone, is perfectly su re : we redetermined several 
of the points of the curve in repeated experiments and every time found 
the same numbers within 0.1 to 0.3 % of the values, the calorimeter being in 
a quite excellent condition during these experiments. 

§ 6. For an approximative calculation of the minimum values of c .. 
we again made use of the general formula : 

0,02345 . (3 a)2 . T 
Cp - c. = " . d ' 

although the necessary values in literature are only scanty. The linear 

T ABLE 11. True Specifie and Atomie Heats of Palladium between 0° and 1550° C. 

\ 
Temperature 

I 
Cp 

I 
c. I Atomie Heat Cp I Atomie Heat C. 

0° C. 0.05377 0.05250 5.737 5.602 

100 0.05640 0.05470 6.018 5.836 

200 0.05887 0.05671 6.281 6.051 

300 0.06118 0 .05857 6.528 6.249 

400 0.06334 0.06027 6 .758 6.430 

500 0.06534 0.06180 6.971 6.594 

600 0.06717 0.06317 7.167 6.740 

700 0.06885 0.06437 7.346 6.868 

800 0.07037 0 .06542 7.509 6.980 

900 0.07173 0.06628 7.654 7.072 

1000 0 .07294 0.06698 7.782 7.146 

1100 0.07398 0.06749 7.894 7. 196 

1200 0.07487 0.06784 7.988 7.232 

1300 0.07559 0.06799 8.066 7.251 M. 

liOO 0.07616 0 .06799 8.126 7.249 

1500 0.07657 0.06778 8. 170 7. 232 

1520 0.07664 0.06771 8. 177 7.225 

I 
1530 0.07641 0.06742 8.153 7.194 

1537 0.07640 0.06736 8. 152 7.081 

I 
1550 (extr.) 0.07639 0.06727 8. 151 7.071 

31 
Proceedings Royal. Aead. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXIII. 1930. 
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thermal dilatation of palladium was, up to 1000° c., determined by 
HOLBORN and DAY 1) , and can be expressed by the equation : 

It = 10 (1 + 0,00001167 . t + 0.000 000 002187 . t2
). 

The compressibility of the metal was measured by RICHARDS and by 
BRIDGMAN 2); the values of the latter, for drarwn wire. are in perfect 
agreement with RICHARDS' results for palladium with a density of 12.14. 
At 30° C. BRIDGMAN finds for ". 166 the value: (0.528-2.1. 10-6 p). 

and at 75° C. : " . 106 = (0.531-2.1 . 10-6 p). By supposing a linear 
dependency of " on t, - whieh at higher temperatures certainly yields too 
high values for it, - the approximative values for cv . and also those for 
the atomie heats Cp and Cv. are calculatedand summarized in the 
table 11. 

In figure 3 the values for Cp and Cv are graphieally represented. From 

Atumie Hea! 
in {'alories 
9.00 

N. 

I 

UJO 5 Tempera!ure 1 
(/ 200' 40f/ 600' 800 ' I(J(JO' !200' !?Oo.· I{JOO' in.Degrees ffnligrodf 

Atomie Heats Cp and (y of Palladium belween (land /ó(}O°c. 

Pig. 3. 

1) L. HOLBORN and A. L. DAY. Ann. der Physik. (i). 2, (1900). 505. 
2) T. W. RICHARDS. Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc .. 37. (1915). 1643: P. W. BRIDGMAN. 

Proceec!. Amer. Acad. SS. (1923). 186. 
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these data it becomes dear. that the value of 3R calories for Cv is already 
surpass-ed at 148° C.; then it increases. till a maximum of 7.251 calories at 
about 1320° C. is reached and at higher temperatures it decreases again 
to a value of about 7.07 calories at the meltingpoint (1549°.2 c.). where C ~ 
has. therefore. the same value as it reached at 900° C. There is no theory 1 ) 

which can account for th is behaviour. which was here stated. beyond any 
doubt. for the first time as far as we know. 

§ 7. The Specific Heat of Tungsten. 
In the second place we have redetermined the specific heats of pure 

tungsten. In our former experiments 2) we were obliged to apply a rather 
uncertain and hasardous correction above 800° c.. because of the oxydation 
of the metal setting in at higher temperatures into a mixture of different 
oxides difficult to define. As the results of these measurements did not agree 
with those of ZWIKKER 3) obtained after a totally different method, we had 
already long planned to redetermine the data under consideration by using 
an evacuated vessel of platinum of the kind described in the above. Such 
tentatives were already unsuccessfully made in 1917 by WEISS. PICCARD 

and CARRARD 4) in their experiments with cobaltum. iron. etc. In the 
meantime a paper of MAGNUS and HOLZMANN 5) was published in which 
they described experiments of the same kind. repeating the previous. 
erroneous measurements with tungsten of MAGNUS and DANz. They used 
a crucible of platinum-iridium. in which the metal was induded. but which 
still contained some air. 

The following measurements were made with 32.52 grammes of purest 
tungsten in the form of a bar. induded within an evacuated crucible of 
pure platinum. Even at the highest temperatures this crucible appeared to 
be perfectly gas-tight. so that in this way the measurements could be 
extended as far as 1604° C. The data obtained are collected in Table 111. 
At 1600° C. a difficulty arose because of the appreciabIe thermic dilatation 
of the crucible; it is. therefore. advisable to take the walls sufficiently thick. 
so as to be able to reshape the vessel without danger of rupture. before the 
experiments at these highest temperatures are started. Only in this way one 
can allow the crucible freely to pass the opening of the calorimeter af ter 
heating it above 1600° C. In these experiments the desirahility was on ce 
more proved of choosing the temperatures of observation as near as possible 

1) In the recent theory of F. BLOCH. Zeits. f. Physik 52, (1928), 572, there is neither 
place for this maximum of Cv. as according to the views deve10ped in th is paper there 
can only be such a maximum at a very low or an extremely high temperature. 

2) F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM, Receuil d. Trav. chim. Pays-Bas, 41, (1928), 546. 
3) C. ZWIKKER, Zeits. f. Phys .• S2, (1928), 668. 
4) P. WEISS, A. PICCARD and A. CARRARD, Archiv. d. Sc. exact. et naturelles Genève, 

(4), 122, (1917), 378. 
5) A. MAGNUS and H. HOLZMANN, Ann. der Physik, (5), 3, (1929), 585; A. MAGNUS 

and H. DANZ, ibid., 81, (1926), 407. 

31* 



TABLE lIl. The Speciflc Heats of Tungsten between 0° and 1601° e. 

Final 
Increase of 

Total amount Total amount of Total amount of 
Tempe- tempera- temperature L1t 

Weight of Weight eorrection of heat Q del!- heat Qo delivered heat Qf 0 as calculated True specific heat 
rature t ture t f of Tungsten of m. Cp for vered between 
in oe. calori- of used Platinum porcelain ring tand t f in 

between tO and 0° Erom the formula cp of Tungsten at to 

meter 
calorimeter calories 

in calories in calories 

° 0 0 

327.10 20.50 0.10361 32 .5201 22.0806 0.0126 10.078 10.732 - 0° e. Cp = 0.03199 

119 .01 20.63 0.53271 32 .5201 22.0827 0.0286 13.180 13.811 13.851 
100 0.03217 
200 0.03295 

120.12 20.79 0.53151 32.5201 22.1316 0.0198 13.182 13.847 13.852 300 0.03313 

630.00 20.84 0.82911 32 .5204 22.0830 0.0330 20.411 21 . 104 21 . 105 100 0.03391 
500 0.03438 

630.02 20.98 0.82907 32.5204 22.0830 0.0330 20.441 21.112 21.106 600 0.03486 

800.1 21.18 1.0700 32.5204 22.1224 0.0247 26.139 27.126 - 700 0.03533 
800 0.03579 

1000.1 21.56 1.3635 32.5204 22.0857 0.0210 33.679 34.369 34.378 900 0.03626 

1201.8 21.64 1.6648 32.5204 22 .0905 0.0182 41.190 41.882 41.878 1000 0.03672 
1100 0.03718 

1391.3 22.29 1.9659 32.5204 22 . 1048 0.0236 48.396 49.109 - 1200 0.03761 

1391 .8 22.42 1.9656 32 .5204 22.1010 0 .0235 48.383 49 . 101 - 1300 0.03809 

1510.3 22.22 2.2236 32.5204 22.1151 0.0425 54 . 173 5i.883 54 .881 
1400 0.03855 
1500 0.03900 

1604.1 22.41 2.1312 32.5204 22.1156 0.1328 56 .670 57.389 57.396 1600 0.03935 
I I 

The value of Cp between 20° and 0° e. was 0.0320. The total amount of heat delivered between tO and 00 e. can. with great accuracy. be represented by : 
Qo = 0.031990. t + 0.02424. 10-4 • t2 - 0.039136.10-9 • t 3. 

From th is follows: cp = ()~ = 0.03199 + 0.04818 . 10-4 . t - 0.1174 . 10-9 • t2 .• and the atomie heat Cp becomes : 

Cp = 5.8861 + 8.9204 . 10-1. t - 2.16.10-8. t2. 

~ 
0\ 
00 
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to the preliminarily determined fixed points of the thermocouple, so as to 
reduce the necessary intrapolations of the E. M. F. as much as possible. 
In all cases the crucible in the furnace was maintained at the constant 
temperature t during an hour, before dropping it into the calorimeter. 

A slight change in the weight of the platinum vessel was occasionally 
observed; but this change of weight has nothing to do with an introduction 
of oxygen, but is merely caused by the splashing of minute drop lets of molten 
platinum in the process of melting through the platinum wire by which the 
crucible is suspended in the furnace 1). The measurements we re several times 
repeated at the same temperatures, but in arbitrary sequence: thus, for 
instance, between measurements at higher temperatures, such at 419 0 or 
630 0 C. were occasionally inserted for the purpose of controlling the unaltered 
condition of thermocouple and calorimeter. The results proved in all cases 
to be perfectly reproducible; the values designed in Table 111 are accurate 
within some tenths of a percent. Finally we we re able to indicate the cause 
of our previous, inaccurate value of Cp between 00 and 200 c., as the 
calibration of the thermometer then used in the supplementary calorimeter 
proved to be erroneous. 

The table also contains the formula for Qo' as calculated from the 
general equation, as weIl as those for Cp and Cp in function of t. 

As for the differences between MAGNUS' results and ours, the following 
data about the total amounts of heat delivered by 1 gramme of tungsten 
may give an impression : 

Temperature in oc.[ Qo (MAGNUS) I Qo (J. [, R.) 
[ 

Differences .1 

I 
0 

327.4 10 . 731 10.732 - 0.001 

419.72 13 . 845 13.8H + 0.001 

630.62 21.082 21.112 - 0.030 

800.1 27.081 27.126 - 0.045 

1000.1 34.304 34.369 - 0.065 

1201. 8 41 .772 (extr.) 41.882 - 0.]10 

1391.6 48 . 967 (extr.) 49.105 - 0.138 

1540.3 54.881 lextr.) 54.883 - 0.002 

I 
1604.1 57.396 (extr.) 57 . 389 + 0.007 

The agreement is, therefore, excellent and becomes better again, if the 

1) Recently even this was prevented by catching the molten metal in a small porcelain 
tube, surrounding the thin platinum wire at the spot where the ring let is placed. 
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values for Qo' calculated from our formula are taken into account: then 
the differences do not surpass -+- 0.007 cal., i.e. much less than 0.1 %. 

Our curve for cp in function of t has a slightly steeper slope than that of 
MAGNUS and HOLZMANN, which perhaps may be due to a difference in the 
temperature~indication as a consequence of their thermocouple being slightly 
infected by the presence of iridium in their furnace; at least, experience 
taught us, that in that case the curve is always lowered. But after all, the 
agreement between the different series of measurements is so good, that the 
question about the true values of the specific heats of tungsten at different 
temperatures ean now be considered as definitely settled. 

Although also ZWIKKER's results can be said to be in fairly good 
ag-reement with ours, it must, however, be remarked, th at there is a 
systematical deviation present between his results and those of MAGNUS 
and ours: all the values dbtained by ZWIKKER are apparently too great in 
comparison with those found by MAGNUS and by us and they increase much 
faster with 'temperature. As in ZWIKKER's experiments na danger of 
oxydation did oc'cur, these systematical deviations must be caused by the 
way of experimenting itself, as followed by him. What the flal\V may be is 
hardly to be judged; but the perfect agreement between MAGNUS' results 
and ours, both obtained by a direct method, makes it highly probable that 
in ZWIKKER's method th ere is still inc1uded an unknown effect or same 
uncertainty, which needs to be eliminated in future. 

§ 8. The calculation of c. from cp isalso in this case subjeeted to 
appreciabIe uncertainty, as the neeessary data available are rather scarce. 
More especially the dependence, of the compressibility " on temperature is 
very insufficiently known. In our former calculations, we have supposed a 

linear dependence of " on t; ZWIKKER, however, makes use of an empirical 
formula of GEISS 1), according to which a proportionaJi.ty would exist 

between " and a factor: (T ~m T )0.263 , deduced from measurements of 

two moduli of elasticity E and G of tungsten, in function of the temperature; 
in this formula Tm is the absolute meltingpoint and T the absolute 
temperature of observation. 

Assuming ZWIKKER'S reasoning for the determination of " to be correct, 
the most probable values of C. as calculated from the thermodynamical 
equation, are those collected in table IV. The specific weight of tungsten 
at 15° C. is taken as 19.35. 

From these data it appears that the so~called limiting value 3 R for C. 
is in this case already surpassed at 150° c.; for Cp this occurs already 
at 110° C. 

I) W. GEISS, Zeits. f. Metallkunde, 15, (1923), 297: 16, (1921), 31. 
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The values of Cp and Cv for tungsten are graphically represented in 
Fig. 4. From this graph it becomes clear that the slope of ZWIKKER's curve 

TABLE IV. Atomie Heats of Tungsten Cp and Cv between 0° and 1800° C. 

Temperature 

I Cp I Cv I Cp (MAGNUS) I Cp (ZWIKKER) in °C. 

0 

0 5.886 5.851 5.894 5.87 

100 5.975 5.930 - -

200 6.063 6.006 - -
300 6.151 6.081 - -

400 6.240 6.155 - -

500 6.326 6.224 - -
600 6.414 6.293 6.395 6.54 

700 6 .501 6.360 - -

800 6.585 6.423 - -

900 6.672 6.488 - -

1000 6.757 6.549 - -
1100 6.841 6.607 - -
1200 6.926 6.662 6.895 (extr.) 7.20 

1300 7.009 6.713 - -

1400 7.093 6.762 - -

1500 7.176 6.806 7. 145 (extr.) 7.53 

1600 7.240 6.822 - -
1700 7.340 6.876 - -

1800 7.421 6.897 - 7.87 

for Cp is considerably steeper than with us or with MAGNUS, and that the 
direction of his curve for Cv is about intermedia te between MAGNUS ' and 
our curves for Cp. On the other hand, the close vicinity of MAGNUS' curve, 
as far as it was determined, and ours is also quite evident. Instead of the 
rather steep increase of ZWIKKER's curve for Cv, we fjnd an unmistakable 
curvature towards the temperature~axis; the curve, therefore, either 
approaches asymptotically to 7.0 Calories or more, or, - with respect to 
the fact that even at 1800° C. we still are no less than 1600° below the 
meltingpoint of tungsten (3400° C.), and with respect to the phenomena 
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stated in the case of palladium, - we might in this shape of the curve see 
an indication, that here too a maximum value of Cu will be passed, before 
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the meltingpoint is reached. However, for the time being this remains only 
a probably supposition. 
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